
ELECTRONICS PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP IN ALASKA 

OVERVIEW 

The Solid Waste Alaska Taskforce (SWAT) is seeking to to develop and pass an 
Alaska electronics product stewardship law in 2023, meeEng the interests of 
Alaskans. Product stewardship will reduce electronics recycling and disposal 
management costs for Alaska communiEes, businesses, and insEtuEons and 
help to protect Alaska's lands and subsistence resources.  

WHAT IS PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP? 

Once products are no longer useful, they must be safely discarded or recycled. 
But historically, the price consumers pay for their products doesn't cover this. That 

cost is is paid by local government, who in turn transfer the cost to residents or 
businesses directly or via taxes, making for an inefficient system. With product 

stewardship, recycling and disposal responsibility is parEally or wholly transferred to the 
producers of the product. Because they are businesses, greater efficiencies are 

realized and the products are recycled. To create a level playing field for businesses, 
a stewardship program is typically legislated. The result is a win economically and 
environmentally. 

TO KNOW 

SWAT has worked with mutliple stakeholders statewide since 2017 to develop an 
overall product stewardship framework that is viable and self-sustaining, and 
can work for Alaska. In Fall 2021, SWAT contracted the Product Stewardship 
InsEtute (PSI), a subject ma\er expert, to dra] the criEcal elements for a 
successful legislated Electronics Stewardship Program based on a series of 
stakeholder meeEngs and interviews. 

WHY ELECTRONICS? 

Electronics are potenEally harmful and their demand is only growing. Electronics 
comprise by far the largest volume of toxic heavy metals that can cause cancer, 
developmental effects, and more. Metals do not degrade and landfill containment 
systems can potenEally fail a]er decades of use. In fact, half of Superfund sites 
are old municipal landfills. It makes far more sense to recycle electronics. The 
natural supply of heavy metals like lead, cadmium, and lithium is limited, and 

naEonal security supply chain issues are growing. Recycling can supplement the metals extracted through Alaska 
and other U.S. mining projects in meeEng the naEon's metals demand domesEcally.   

ELECTRONICS STEWARDSHIP IN THE U.S.  

Emerging from a mulE-stakeholder iniEaEve sparked and convened by PSI in the 
early 2000's, product stewardship laws now exist in 25 diverse states, across the 
poliEcal spectrum. The laws vary widely, but in most cases recycling and disposal 
costs borne by the electronics industry are spread out across a manufacturer's 
enEre market, both domesEc and internaEonally. Thus, when you pay for a 
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computer in Alaska or anywhere, a Eny fracEon of that price pays for electronics disposal in most Product 
Stewardship states, such as New York, Texas, and Maine. 

WHY HERE?  

Compared to other states, our need for safe disposal is greater and our 
disposal is more costly.  Our unique rural community landfills are not 
designed for electronics. Once discarded, toxics can enter the lands, waters, 
or air via leaching or burning pracEces, and much sooner than it might take if 
discarded at an urban landfill. Subsistence resources, upon which not just 
rural Alaskans depend, but many urban Alaskans as well, can be impacted, as 

can tourism.  At the same Eme, because there are no recycling faciliEes here, electronics must be transported to 
the Lower 48 for final recycling, incurring a he]y freight cost for our local and regional governments at a Eme of 
Eghtened budgets.   

The End Result? With our recycling and transportaEon costs high but spread out over the industry's global 
consumer base, Alaskans stand to accrue from product stewardship a greater cost savings per person than other 
places. But because our populaEon is very small, any addiEonal cost per product for that base would sEll be 
relaEvely low. 

BENEFITS  

A product stewardship law will result in sustainable recycling funding from the 
electronics industry and conveneinet collecEon opportuniEes for urban and rural 
Alaska. It will benefit us in the following ways: 

• Create recycling and waste sector jobs in rural and urban communiEes. 

• Bring revenue to local governments and our TransportaEon Industry. 

• Prevent toxics in subsistence resources and in Alaskans that use and 
consume them. 

• Bolster rural technical skills capacity and ensure safe handling of 
hazardous materials. 

• Enhance and protect Alaska’s prisEne image, which protects the tourism 
industry and local economies that depend on it. 

• Poise Alaska to responsibly manage waste from ArcEc development. 

WHAT'S NEXT?  

Feedback from public, Tribal, and private enEty stakeholders, represenEng rural and urban interests at the regional 
and statewide level, is being incorporated to into a dra] program outline as a basis for a legislaEve bill. In order to 
educate a broader audience of stakeholders and legislators on the problem of electronics waste in Alaska, an open 
virtual workshop and social media outreach will roll out in Late Fall. SWAT and PSI plan to work with the Bill 
Sponsor(s) at the end of the year for introducEon dra] during the 2023 Alaska legislaEve session.  

CONTACTS  
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SWAT has designated PSI as the lead contact for this effort: 

❖ Sco\ Cassel, CEO and Founder, at sco\@productstewardship.us or (617) 513-3954.  

❖ Lelande Rehard, Senior Associate, at Lelande@productstewardship.us or (617) 236-4853. 

To contact the Solid Waste Alaska Taskforce, please contact: 

❖ Simone Sebalo or Lynn Zender at the SWAT ExecuEve Board at 907swat@gmail.com , or (907) 277-2111.
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